2015 gmc terrain

So how do you find out what problems are occurring? Any duplicates or errors? It's not us.
Don't waste your time wasting ours! If you are interested in advertising a for-profit service,
contact us. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page
Email this page. Add Complaint. A bushing broke on the wiper transmission when I needed it
the most since it was going to be rainy for a few days. I have seen the Terrains for the same
issue. Apparently GM did not get it right since it happened on my Should you need more
specific details with my experience at the dealer as well as GM directly, please let me know. I
was driving yesterday in the rain when the wipers would not work. I could hear the motor, but
the blades were not moving. I turned around and thankfully I was not far from home to get
another vehicle to drive. The wiper arm linkage bushing broke. It is a plastic part. I cannot
believe a plastic part is what is holding the linkage together. This is definitely a poor assembly
on the part of GM and safety hazard since there is no warning of failure. With today being a
Sunday I unable to locate repair shops in the area. To make matters worse, its going to rain all
day. If we use any climate control setting before using the defroster, then try to use the
defroster, it will only blow cool air. We could not clear the windshield of fog in a warm rain
without turning the defroster all the way to hot 95 degrees. As this was in the middle of summer,
it was unbearably hot in the car trying to drive. Took the car to 2 service departments multiple
times, no code shows, so no fix for this. We are sent back home with car as it is. The problem
was noticed just after buying the car in July , and continues today. Search CarComplaints.
There was 88 miles on the odometer. At night in darkness visibility is only accessible thru the
bottom section of the windshield. There is a dark horizontal line across the windshield at
approximately the half way point. It is black above the line-no visibility to the outside above the
line. You can not see a safe distance down the road as visibility is restricted. Telephone poles,
trees, objects, side roads, deer, obstacles, signs etc are not visible thru the windshield's top
half. We drove it the first time at night Oct. I was the driver, my husband passenger. Our seats
were at different positions. Neither my husband nor I could see out of the top half of the
windshield. The route traveled consisted of unlighted parkway and side road driving. On dark,
non illuminated roads with no lights from other vehicles and street lights, we were not able to
see anything above the horizontal line across the windshield. With low beams visibility was
approximately feet forward. There was no visible orientation above the horizontal line. It was
black. Traveling up or down hill was particularly scary. Visibility was restricted to directly in
front of the car. The 25 mile drive was frightening. There was no visibility problem during
daytime driving or on highly illuminated roads at night. GM responded all Terrains are
manufactured as ours and could find no problem as described. The car is unsafe and a hazard
to us as well as others. We do not want to become a GM statistic. Not what you are looking for?
Search for something else:. A built-in 4G LTE connection via OnStar is standard on all models a
subscription is available after a three-month trial. The GMC Terrain is a two-row crossover
available in front- or all-wheel-drive configurations. It is sold in SLE, SLT, and Denali trims with
the latter featuring different styling such as a chrome grille, satin-chrome accents, exclusive or
inch wheel designs, contrast stitching, a soft-touch instrument panel, and a leather-wrapped
steering wheel with mahogany wood accents. Two engines are available in the GMC Terrain: a 2.
Both engines are paired to a six-speed automatic transmission. The crossover's heavy curb
weight, which ranges from 3, to 4, pounds, hurts its acceleration, particularly in models with the
I Opting for the V-6 improves its acceleration but comes at the cost of gas mileage due to the
six-speed automatic's slightly shorter gearing in this configuration. Handling is decent with
good body control that doesn't sacrifice ride quality, which remains comfortable for long
journeys. Interior space is good in the Terrain , with up to The second row also slides forward
and back to increase room for passengers or cargo. Build quality is good in all models, with
Denali variants trimmed in higher-grade materials to make it feel more upscale. Optional safety
aids include forward collision warning and lane departure warning. The GMC Terrain has a
four-star overall safety score out of a possible five stars. In IIHS evaluations, the crossover
earned a good score on all testing categories and was awarded the Top Safety Pick rating Good
is the highest possible score. The GMC Terrain is a viable choice as a family crossover with a
flexible cabin and upscale touches in Denali trim. In a comparison test against the Kia Sorento ,
we said that the crossover is an ideal for families with teenage children due to the sliding
middle row, which expands cargo or passenger room. Performance, on the other hand, is
average due to the crossover's heavy curb weight necessitating shorter transmission gearing
when paired with the V-6 to offset the Terrain's heft. As a result, it has lower fuel economy
ratings than some of its all-wheel-drive competitors. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend. Other
years: Fair Market Price:? The actual transaction price depends on many variables from dealer
inventory to bargaining skills, so this figure is an approximation. See All Specs. Available V-6
engine Comfortable ride Roomy cabin. Heavy curb weight Underpowered I-4 Not as fuel-efficient

as competitors. Expand All New for Key Competitors. All Model Years A majority of all used US
imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and
shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting
data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers
reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than
30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase
decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car
dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with
confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help
of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service
and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly
available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable
sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet,
paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from California to
Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying
Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to
help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market
leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one
of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there are
ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained
eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few advantages to
buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important is the service
history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the importance of the
service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete history of service records.
Make a VIN Search. Subscribe to receive new listings for this search right in your inbox.
Financing Available for al DriveCo Motors where you can find BCs best priced certified preowne
Denali AWD 2. Serious buyers only, please. Perfect condition! Great with gas!! It's very hard to
find that specific model because it has a V6 Engine, 3. Step into the GMC Terrain! This is an
excellent vehicle at an affordable price! It includes leather upholstery, Bluetooth, rear parking
camera, premium audio system, heated seats, front fog lights, rear wipers, and a split folding
rear seat. The GMC Terrain is a compact crossover SUV that is spacious, comfortable, and
offers both the power and performance you're looking fo Serving the community for over 38
years, we are your premiere retailer for quality Pre-Owned vehicles. Good Credit? Bad Credit?
No Credit? New to Canada? We got your covered. We have financing options for everybo We
are all about providing exceptional service to every single customer that walks through our
doors at the Woodward Auto Group. We are truly passionate about the what we sell, including
all makes and models. This passion is reflected in our enthusiasm and professionalism whe
FWD 2. Reach millions of car shoppers locally and nationally for free. We analyzed similar
vehicles in your area and calculated that this vehicle is priced lower than the average making it
a Great Price. We analyzed similar vehicles in your area and calculated that this vehicle is
priced a bit lower than the average making it a Good Price. We analyzed similar vehicles in your
area and calculated that this vehicle is priced slightly higher than average making it a Fair Price.
This vehicle may be certified, include additional options, warranties making it Above Average
Price. Contact seller for details. Certified Pre-Owned. Live Chat Virtual Appraisal 3. Home Test
Drive Online Reservation 3. Buy Online 8. Delivery Denali 5. SLE SLT Please enter a number
between 0 and 10,, Must be greater than Min Price. Payment range. Please enter a number
between 0 and 1,, Min payment is required. Must be greater than Min Payment. Max payment is
required. Payment frequency. Credit rating. SUV Beige 1. Black Blue 9. Dark Grey 2. Green 2.
Grey Light Green 1. Maroon 1. Red 7. Silver 4. Unspecified 1. White 8. Must be greater than Min
Kilometres. All Wheel Drive Four Wheel Drive 1. Front Wheel Drive Unknown 3. Gasoline
Unknown 4. Automatic Unknown 8. With Photos. With Price. NEW Save Search. Get price alerts
and new listings for this search right in your inbox! Your email address Email Subscribe. By
clicking 'Subscribe', you consent to receiving emails from Trader Corporation. You also agree
to our Privacy Policy and Terms of Use. Turn off. Filter Results Click here to try again. Priority
Listings. Mileage 69, km. Monthly Bi-weekly Weekly. Gold Series. Mileage , km. All Listings.
Mileage 53, km. Buy Online. Mileage 52, km. Contactless Services New Instant Trade-in. Mileage
75, km. Contactless Services New. Mileage 61, km. Mileage 90, km. Easy Finance Approvals.
Mileage 88, km. Mileage 89, km. Local Trade! Mileage 63, km. List your car here! List your car for
free. Find your next car by browsing our extensive new and pre-owned GMC Terrain inventory
from local GMC dealerships and private sellers. You can also compare prices, trim
specifications, options, reviews, scores and recall history of GMC Terrain with similar vehicles.
View vehicle information. Browse listings by city Barrie. Richmond Hill. View more. Click on the

bi-weekly payment amount estimate to see Financing details. All new vehicles offered for sale
are being offered by registered motor vehicle dealers. View a list of all dealers and dealer
telephone numbers. Disclaimer Information: Please confirm with seller accuracy of information.
Mileage recorded at time of listing. Taxes and license are not included in listing price. Subscribe
for the latest car reviews, listings, products and more right in your inbox. Your email address
Subscribe. I can unsubscribe at anytime. I also agree to the Terms of Use and Privacy Policy.
Subscription complete! Reliability indicates how models have performed in the past, providing
the basis for predicting how the vehicles will hold up in the year ahead. These charts provide
the most comprehensive reliability information available to consumers. Based on information
received from our latest subscriber survey, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on
how used vehicles are holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine,
transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the electrical system. Learn more about car
Reliability. The owner comments describe problems respondents experienced with this vehicle.
Bluetooth , voice control commands, steering wheel controls, portable music device interface e.
The first time was under warranty and the second time I had to pay the labor on it even through
it was only a few days out of the three year warranty! Will reboot after several minutes but
nothing will work till it reboots". The first time the dealer said it was software related. This time
they replaced the whole infotainment system. But I had to pay the labor on it. Navigation will
actually display different city and streets and give directions to places not around area. System
will completely blank out and radio and air quits working. They have replaced radio twice and
antenna twice. It works for awhile then starts all over again. No display--nothing. Then the wind
noise. I can't use the blue tooth in the car because it can't make out what I am saying. It tells me
there is too much background noise. This is because of wind noise. Dealership said noise is
normal. Mileage is really bad. I have a 6 cylinder. I drive very easy and it doesn't matter.
Sometimes I get only 14 around town. If it wasn't for freeway miles, it would be worse. Car
handles good but turn radius for size sucks. My Yukon for size was better. It has about same
turn radius. Their best car was the Jimmy. It ran forever. Radio repaired and screen replaced.
The radio would not work, could not view the backup camera, phone would not Bluetooth
connect, and could not access any audio options such as CD or auxiliaries. Actually, could not
access anything due to it. Something new with GM dealers, we can't fix what we can't see. They
don't even try to diagnosed the issue". The smartphones I've had did not work at all with the
system. USB was incompatible with the phone. The radio could not even play now music from
the phone neither thru the Bluetooth USB, or mi rophone cable". It is slow. It farts out when you
restart the car and has trouble pairing up again. I don't care for Intellilink". Dealer charged
dollars for repair. Mine does NOT work more than id does work. I can't make phone calls, you
try to call OnStar by pushing the Blue Button nothing happens. I asked the guy, "Do you have
any idea how many people have died in the last 29 minutes? It has been into 3 different
dealerships becasue we travel , a total of 8 times, we sent a letter to GMC via certified mail and
we have had 21 telephone calls to GMC Customer Assistance. Their answer is that the technial
people are workinf on a correction and they ask us to continue to be patient. I said no but it was
working when I left and still is working. However, it lost the pairing to my phone and I cannot
reestablish it. Took to local audio shop and they had the radio repaired and screen replaced. No
problems since. I always get the message. I hate to think what an SLE is like. So I can't use the
Bluetooth features. I would never buy that again. I use my phone most of the time for
navigation. Next time I would spend a couple hundred and buy a Garmin. Otherwise you have to
have Sirius and their monthly subscription plan. It doesn't matter because my Bluetooth can't
be heard. I can't make the phone calls on their system etc. Their system hold you hostage. Also,
you can turn up the heat temp control with no result. Must turn it way up to have any change.
The vents got too hot to touch. I called the dealer and took the car over and left it overnight for
repair". It isn't actually the Blower fan motor that went out, but squirrels or rodents had stored
about two cups of dog food in the Blower fan motor compartment which caused a loud noise
and tremendous vibration when the fan motor was engaged at medium to high speed. Would
expect GMC to encase the blower motor fan so this could not happen. Alternator, starter, hybrid
battery and related systems, regular battery, battery cables, engine harness, coil, ignition
switch, electronic ignition, distributor or rotor failure, spark plugs and wires failure. The cover
over my license plate light never would stay in place. I am constantly putting the light back up
into place. Repaired under warranty. Now moisture leak in lr tail lights, out of warranty. Every
time I went to put air in , one tire was totally fine. The other tire was only down by 5lbs of
pressure not the 20 it was telling me. I opted not to fix at time. The sensor seems to have self
corrected. It does come on after a few minutes". Antilock system ABS , parking brake, master
cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation or vibration, squeaking, brake failure or wear. Had them
cleaned and lubed at miles. Noise re-appeared after another miles. Cleaned and lubed again at

dealer second time. Noise re-appeared a third time and had pads replaced at original shop. It is
just now another from new pads but no signs of noise yet. Fingers are crossed. Shop said if it
happens again it most likely could be some wear on calipers not pads. Have had many years of
good work at this independent shop. GM does not use best rotors on cars and they routinely
need to be machined around 40k". Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine
mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks. Dealer replaced sensor not sure which one under
warranty. Problem solved". Only does it when temp outside is degrees". Shocks or struts, ball
joints, tie rods, wheel bearings, alignment, steering linkage includes rack and pinion , power
steering pumps and hoses, leaks , wheel balance, springs or torsion bars, bushings, electronic
or air suspension. Vehicle continued to sway on curves after the repair. Found out the left rear
stabilizer link was broken and then replaced". Paint fading, chalking, cracking, or peeling , loose
interior and exterior trim or moldings, rust. It was located just to the right of the rear license
plate. Dealer repaired at no cost to me. It is a minor annoyance. Power or manual windows,
locks and latches, tailgate, hatch or trunk, doors or sliding doors, mirrors, seat controls, safety
belts, sunroof, convertible top. Door had to be realigned". Lift cylinders failed prematurely replaced under warranty". Had someone been reaching in at the time they could have been
seriously injured. Remote start would not operate Check engine light was on". Muffler, pipes,
catalytic converter, exhaust manifold, leaks. Modules needed to be replaced. Dealer says there
is an update program that requires a service call". Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water
pump, thermostat, overheating. Truck needed to be put on a flat bed". Gear selector or linkage,
leaks, transmission computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough
shifting, slipping transmission. Still under warranty, but dealer won't look at it until they can test
drive the car and experience it themselves. Since problem is intermittent, and they haven't been
able to replicate it; they won't fix it or look for it. Every time they've had the car, the
transmission won't do it, so they just give it back to me and tell me to bring it in when it starts
acting up again. I'm very disappointed and once the car is out of warranty, I'm sure it will need
fixing at my expense. Cruise control, clock, warning lights, body control module, keyless entry,
wiper motor or washer, tire pressure monitor, interior or exterior lights, horn, gauges, 12V
power plug, remote engine start, alarm or security system. Crawl under vehicle and hit starter
with hammer to get it to crank. Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter, clutch
replacement. Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger,
timing chain or timing belt. Reactivate now to get the information you were looking for! If you
feel you have received this message in error, please view our customer care FAQs or access
your account information here. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need
further assistance? Please call Member Services at Unlock Ratings. New Used While this
version of the GMC Terrain is not a bad vehicle, the competition had left it in the dust. While
nice and roomy inside, the Terrain is less efficient than other five-passenger SUVs, but burns as
much gas as larger, seven-passenger models. The 3. There is 1 recall on this vehicle. Learn
More. Overall Reliability. Most Common Trouble Spots. Common Trouble Spot. See all Potential
Trouble Spots. View Recalls. Worse Better. Overall Reliability Verdict. Engine Major. Engine
Minor. Engine Cooling. Transmission Major. Transmission Minor. Drive System. Fuel System.
Electric System. Climate System. Body Integrity. Body Hardware. Power Equipment. In-car
Electronics. Show More Trouble Spots. Show Fewer Trouble Spots. Based on information
received from our latest subscriber survey for about , vehicles, our reliability history charts give
you a rundown on how through vehicles are holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging
from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the electrical system. NA
indicates that we did not receive a large enough sample size to provide data for a specific year.
An X indicates that the vehicle was not manufactured for a specific year. What Owners Say.
Display screen freezes up "The whole infotainment system died , for the second time. Will
reboot after several minutes but nothing will work till it reboots" Ralph S. They don't even try to
diagnosed the issue" Joseph P. Automatic climate control "Using heat or air conditioner, the
fan changes to half speed when the ECO button is pushed. Exterior lights other than headlights
"I have had to replace my rear tail light 4xs. It does come on after a few minutes" Patrick W.
Antilock system ABS "time to be fixed. Paint fading, chalking, cracking, or peeling "paint
bubbled on back fender" Frank D. Air or water leaks "The alloy wheels corroded around the
valve stem resulting in slow leaks on all four wheels. Locks and latches "The door latch
wouldn't work because the rear driver side door was installed crooked. Exhaust leaks "The
exhaust made a lot of noise and the dealer repaired it under warranty. Driveshaft or axle "Rear
wheel bearing noisy and required replacement. Water pump "Water pump quit working 50 miles
from home. Slipping transmission "Issue has not been fixed. Starter "Starter would not crank
engine. See All Trouble Spots. Compare Models. Similar Cars. Acura RDX. Audi Q5. BMW X1.
Buick Encore. Chevrolet Equinox. Ford Escape. GMC Terrain. Honda CR-V. Hyundai Tucson.

Jeep Cherokee. Jeep Wrangler. Kia Sorento. Lexus NX. Lincoln MKC. Mazda CX Nissan Rogue.
Porsche Macan. Subaru Forester. Toyota RAV4. Volvo XC This score shows whether the model
had more or fewer problems overall than the average model of that year, calculated from the
total number of problems reported by subscribers in all 17 trouble spots. In the event of a crash
necessitating deployment of one or both of the side impact air bags, the air bag's inflator may
rupture and the air bag may not properly inflate.
1993 honda shadow 1100
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The rupture could cause metal fragments to strike the vehicle occupants, potentially resulting
in serious injury or death. Additionally, if the air bag does not properly inflate, the driver or
passenger is at an increased risk of injury. Read Recall Details. The affected vehicles have front
seat-mounted side impact air bags whose inflator may rupture upon its deployment. What
should you do:. GM will notify owners, and dealers will replace the side impact air bag modules,
free of charge. The recall began on October 19, Owners may contact Buick customer service at ,
Chevrolet customer service at , Cadillac customer service at , or GMC customer service at GM's
number for this recall is Potential Number of Units Affected: Hide Recall Details. Check Vehicle
for Unrepaired Recalls. Recall Look-up. Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local Inventory? Select
Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a Donation Newsletters Give a Gift. You
no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews.

